Introduction
Recently, M. Hilsum and G. Skandalis proved the stability property of foliation C*-algebras ( [4] ). They constructed Hilbert C*-modules E w 2 for two transversal submanifolds W i} W 2 in a foliated manifold M, and then reduced the stability of foliation C*-algebras to that of Hilbert C*-modules ( [5] Th. 2). In the course cf this reduction, they proved the relation, Jf (E$) = C* (G{£), with T a faithful transversal submanifold (Jf (£?") denotes the C*-algebra cf 'compact' operators in Ep 9 [5] , Def. 4). In this note, along the lines cf w w their proof, we show that this relation is generalized to Jf (E T l , E T 2 ) J? W 2 = -&w 1 
>
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Notation. For a vector bundle E over a Manifold X, we denote the set of continuous sections of E over X with compact support by C e (X, £). §1. Preliminaries (cf. [2] , [3] , [6 
])
Here we gather some elementary facts of fcliation C*-algebras. All cf them are, more or less, direct consequences of definitions and their proofs are omitted.
Let (M, J^") be a O^C 00 along leaves and C° along transversal and 0? GE^1 by (1) (2) Here the notation in the right-hand side cf (1.1) is as follows:
? n^G^ and (r 2 , n) is composable} is empty, we define ^2*^i to be zero. To explain the opposite case, let 9 and therefore we can integrate it over Gy ( 2 r) , obtaining a complex number (=the right-hand side of (l.D).
The meaning of the right-hand side of (1.2) is as explained above (bar denotes the complex conjugation).
(1.1) is an intrinsic form of convolution algebra (without any reference to a specific measure). Now we rewrite (1.1) into a more familiar form of convolution algebra. Let J^T (Te^~) be the foliation in T induced from J^~ (as before (1.4) This is the usual form of convolution algebra.
Through the above identification of £ T \ with C c (G T p, we can talk about the inductive limit topology of uniform convergence on T T compact sets for £ T 2 (i. e., <j> n >0 in £ T^ if supp 0 and w supp <j> n are contained in some compact set K cf G T J and <j> n converges to <j ) uniformly). For example, the operations defined by (1. 1) and (1.2) are continuous with respect to the inductive limit topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. Since the reduced groupoid C*-algebra C* (G T *) cf G T * is a completion of £ T \ with respect to a C*-norm || | c * ? we can complete (fr 2 . with respect to the norm 0 = ||<9 5 0>lic"*, ^>^<<f T 2 to obtain a Hilbert C r *(GrJ) -module which we call E T T \. Furthermore, corresponding to Lemma 1. 9, we have
£,(0)* = .R,(i6*). Proof. Since the reduced C*-norm || || c * is given by sup !l^(0)|l ( [2] , [3] , [6] Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 1. 11, 1. 12, and 2. 1.
In view of Lemma 2. 1 (resp. Corollary 2. 2) we can extend R x T (resp. RT) to £ T * by continuity. 
